
Our services



Our vision:
To be the most trusted  

provider of financial advice



At Lifetime we believe the only way to provide bespoke, clear,  
long term financial planning is to work in partnership with our clients.  
We have worked hard to create an environment within the Group  
that can always meet our clients’ needs.

Our in-house development of 360 Lifecycle, an award winning adviser  
and client management system ensures we all meet the highest  
standards of service, providing a consistent approach to support clients.

My Finance Centre (Lifetime Portal) is unique within our industry  
and gives you, the client, the ability to access documents, receive  
relevant updates and share information, as and when you are ready.

Lifetime will continue to stay one step ahead of the crowd by developing 
solutions and tools to empower both our advisers and our clients,  
to engage at the right time and make the right decisions to help  
you achieve your financial goals.

Our aim is to be your most trusted provider of financial advice.

Paul Merrigan 
CEO



The purpose of 
this document



This document will:
  •  Give reassurance about who we are and how  

we are regulated

  •  Explain the market place we work in and our  
relationship with the providers

  •  Provide you with a guide to the services you  
should expect in relation to your protection advice

  •  Explain the factors we take into account when making  
a recommendation

  •  Explain the significance of protection when taking  
on or reviewing your mortgage commitments

  •  Explain the significance of protection in the  
business environment

  •  Give details of the Lifetime Portal provided at our  
expense to help our clients manage their finances

  •  Explain the ongoing services you can expect from the  
Lifetime Group

  •  Explain Lifetime’s collaborative approach to financial advice



Our process  
for providing  
quality advice



Apply
We will help you prepare and apply to the provider. From there  
our administration team will liaise with the provider on your  
behalf until such time as the policy is on risk. 

You will be kept fully informed of our actions through the  
Lifetime Portal ensuring safe and secure communication.

Review
We will regularly review with you your personal circumstances to 
identify if any additional risk has been taken, such as increased 
borrowing or further dependants who rely on your income.

We will also review the products provided to ensure they remain 
suitable for your needs.

Review meetings can be conducted in which ever medium you 
desire, face to face, telephone, Skype, or you can request review 
meetings via the Lifetime Portal.

Understand
In advance of making any recommendation it is vital that we  
are fully aware of your financial situation. As well as knowing  
your short and long term financial goals, this will include  
fully understanding both your income and your expenditure.  
A knowledge of your affordability will help us assess the  
ongoing risk to your finances.

We will also assess your ability to meet your commitments  
in the event of death, serious illness, accident, sickness  
and unemployment. 

We will seek to understand your intentions for your estate  
in the event of your death.

Research
Having assessed your personal situation we will research the whole 
of the market to source the most suitable product and provider.

Recommend
Having researched the market we will recommend the product 
and provider we believe most appropriate. We will highlight the 
options, features and risks of the various products.

In addition, where we have assessed there to be a risk to your 
ability to meet repayments in the future due to unforeseen illness, 
accident or unemployment, then we will recommend appropriate 
protection to cover this risk. 

All of our recommendations will be confirmed in writing.



Individual 
protection



We provide advice for those seeking to protect their 
individual circumstances. Our range of protection 
services covers, but is not limited to:

  •  Death

  •  Serious illness

  •  Accident sickness and unemployment

 
These protection services minimise the effect that the  
above can have on either you or your dependant’s finances.

Having utilised any savings or investments, many clients  
are then reliant on others, either family, friends or the State  
for their financial well-being. Whilst this may be a solution,  
it is one that many find hugely unsatisfactory.

This effectively doubles the problem as not only are debt 
repayments not being met, leading to possible house sale,  
long term savings and investments may also be vulnerable  
to erosion.

Our advisers are trained to highlight the financial risks associated 
with your circumstances. They will recommend a solution to 
meet those risks, and wherever possible maintain your lifestyle  
in the event of financial difficulty.

There are a vast array of protection policy solutions available  
to our clients, such as Life Insurance, Critical Illness Cover,  
and Income Replacement. Each has a selection of features  
and benefits. It is our job to recommend those policies that  
meet our clients’ individual needs.

In addition, we seek to protect your estate and ensure wherever 
possible that your wealth is passed on in accordance with  
your wishes. Whole of Life policies may be utilised in Inheritance 
Tax Planning. We will also consider the use of Trusts, again 
where appropriate.



Business 
protection



We provide advice for those seeking to protect their 
business interests. Typical Business Protection 
Solutions we offer:

  •  Key Person Protection (profit protection)

  •  Partner/Director/Limited Liability Partnership  
Share Protection

  •  Business Loan Protection

  •  Relevant Life Plans

 
Business protection can help client owned businesses  
continue to trade should a key person or business owner die, 
become terminally or critically ill.

Proceeds from the policy could help ensure that key individuals 
are replaced, corporate debt is protected and shares from the 
deceased partner’s/director’s estate can be purchased.

Many believe arranging business protection to be a lengthy  
and complicated process. Actually, the principles are similar  
to any other type of protection.

We understand your circumstances, highlight and seek  
to mitigate the risks.



Your financial 
foundation



Typically we will seek the answers to the following questions:

•  In the event of death, would the surviving party (where relevant), 
be able to cope with the mortgage repayments and other 
financial commitments?

•  In the event of suffering a serious illness, would you  
(or your partner), be able to meet your mortgage repayments  
and other financial commitments?

•  In the event of long term absence from work due to accident  
or illness, would you (or your partner) be able to meet your 
mortgage repayments and other financial commitments?

•  In the event that you (or your partner), suffer a period of 
unemployment, would you be able to meet your mortgage 
repayments and other financial commitments? 
 
Whilst many creditors and lenders will treat your circumstances 
sympathetically, they will ultimately wish to have the debt repaid.

These questions should not be limited to just mortgage account 
holders but also to individuals seeking to maintain their lifestyle.

On review of your answers to the above questions, your adviser 
will make a recommendation to mitigate any risk.

We will seek to understand your primary risk, and your attitude  
to protecting it.

Once again, we will assess:

• Your affordability

• The term the protection is required for

• The range of illnesses/disabilities covered

• Your current state of health

• The underwriting criteria of the various providers

•  The features of the various products that may suit  
your circumstances



Collaborative 
approach



Lifetime has been built on a spirit of collaboration.  
The dictionary definition states it is ‘to work with another  
person or group in order to achieve’. This statement perfectly 
describes our business ethic. We aim to work with you to  
ensure you achieve your financial goals. With ever more  
complex legislation and products, we consider it imperative  
that you receive specialist advice in your area of financial need.

Elaborating on our philosophy of reducing or managing debt  
and increasing wealth, built on a foundation of protection,  
we have supplemented Lifetime Assure with Lifetime Mortgages 
for specialist mortgage advice, Lifetime Wealth for pension, 
investment and savings advice and sister companies,  
Lifetime Legal and Lifetime Rewards.

Lifetime Legal has been formed to ensure that our clients’  
assets are protected in the event of death, and Lifetime  
Rewards to ensure that the long term relationship  
with our clients is maintained.

We ensure that we have expert advisers in all financial 
areas, from Mortgages and Protection, through to Pensions, 
Investments and Estate Planning. Your adviser will liaise and 
collaborate with their fully qualified colleagues to ensure that  
you have access to the most appropriate advice you need  
when you need it, and in the format of your choice.



Our ongoing service



Financial partners for life
As stated in our vision, we aim to provide bespoke, clear and 
long term financial planning delivered through a philosophy 
of managing or reducing debt and increasing wealth whilst, 
maintaining lifestyle. We also believe that each of these three 
areas of financial planning are inextricably linked.

We understand that both the mortgage market and your personal 
situation are continually changing, which is why we will be in 
regular contact to ensure your products remain appropriate.  
Our sister company Lifetime Rewards undertake our client  
contact programme.

We will continue to keep you informed of developments in the 
financial world that may be of benefit to you, such as changes  
to pension legislation. Our Lifetime Wealth advisers will keep  
you abreast of any changes.

Having planned your finances for a lifetime, it is only right that  
you should have a say in who your assets are ultimately passed  
to. We have set up Lifetime Legal to deliver advice on how best  
to ensure your assets are protected.

We not only collaborate internally but also with our clients.  
The Lifetime Portal enables us to communicate directly,  
privately and securely with all of our clients. More importantly 
it enables you to have direct access to your adviser and other 
qualified staff within the Group.



The Lifetime Portal. 
Your digital  

financial portfolio



Stay informed

Whether you are moving house, applying for a protection  
policy or managing your investments, the Lifetime Portal  
keeps you up to date with SMS and email updates.  
Through our messaging centre you can talk to us  
on Skype. You can also monitor the value of your property,  
with our property value estimator.

Store with confidence

Your portal provides a safe and secure personal document 
locker, where you can store and lock away, receive or even  
share documents with your adviser. The Documents section  
is where you receive and can indefinitely store files in a safe  
and secure environment. Sharing with your adviser couldn’t  
be easier and more secure.

Plan for the future

You can explore our range of tools to see how your financial 
situation is developing or examine those ‘what if’ scenarios.

The Wealth Projector and Budget Planner together with our 
Mortgage and Pension calculators allow you to understand 
where you are now and into the future.

Advice

The Lifetime Portal is the new approach to financial services, 
allowing you to take control of your financial information in 
your own time and enabling your adviser to meet your needs 
efficiently, and securely.

What is The Lifetime Portal?
Keeping track of your financial position is no easy task. 
Understanding where you stand now, as well as where you  
might be in the future, can be complex and time consuming.

Your finance portal, powered by the Lifetime Portal,  
is here to take away those problems. 

The Lifetime Portal has been developed for our clients  
and is the core element of our ongoing service proposition.  
It provides a summary of financial affairs by acting as your  
online filing cabinet, and is accessible at any time, from any 
location, from any internet-enabled device.

The future of personal financial 
management at your finger tips
Through the Lifetime Portal you can see all your financial 
products through one simple view; upload and store all your 
important documents into one readily accessible location, 
confident that they are safe and using the same level of  
security as other financial institutions. The portal is there to 
make managing your financial affairs easier, with your financial 
adviser completing and periodically updating your information.

The portal demonstrates a number of innovative tools that 
provide a wholly new perspective on your financial situation, 
allowing you to model a variety of scenarios.

The concierge and messaging feature of the portal allows  
you to contact your adviser at the push of a button, either by 
Skype, email or simply requesting a phone call at a time that  
is convenient for you.



Your peace of mind
and protection



We subscribe and abide by a number of 
laws, regulations and legislation for your 
protection, confidentiality and security

The Financial Conduct Authority
Lifetime Financial Management Ltd is registered in England  
and Wales. Registered Number 3652194. Directors: P Merrigan, 
U Ozturk, Registered Office: 12-14 Upper Marlborough Road,  
St Albans, Herts, AL1 3UR.

Lifetime Financial Management Ltd is authorised and regulated 
by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered Number 448415.

The Data Protection Act 1998
The personal information you provide will assist your financial 
adviser in offering you the best advice as required by the 
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000. The personal  
data you provide will be used and stored in accordance with  
the Data Protection Act 1998.

To understand exactly what data we hold, why we hold it 
and your rights under the Data Protection Act 1998 our Fair 
Processing Notice can be viewed at www.intrinsicfs.com.

Complaints
We aim to provide a fully comprehensive service to all of our 
clients. We can confirm that we adhere to the principles of 
“Treating Customers Fairly”, as prescribed by our regulator the 
Financial Conduct Authority. If for any reason you are unhappy 
with the advice you receive and wish to register a complaint, 
please contact: Complaints Department Lifetime Assure 12-14 
Upper Marlborough Road St Albans Hertfordshire AL1 3UR. 
Telephone 01727 848412.

If you cannot settle your complaint with us, you may be  
entitled to refer it to the Financial Ombudsman Service.  
For more information please ask us for a copy of our  
summary of the internal procedures for handling complaints.

Client classification
The FCA has rules which affect the rights you have as  
a customer.

We classify all our individual customers as ‘retail’ customers. 
As a retail customer you have rights under the Financial 
Ombudsman Service (FOS) and the Financial Services 
Compensation Scheme (FSCS). There are other classifications  
of customer that don’t have these rights. These are ‘professional’ 
customers— such as listed companies, local authorities and 
larger partnerships or trusts. Also ‘eligible counterparties’  
(e.g. national governments and other state bodies, banks  
or regulated financial services firms).

Law
All of our agreements provided are governed and construed  
in accordance with the laws of England and Wales. In relation  
to any dispute, for your protection you agree to submit to the 
non-exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts.

These include:

  •  The Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)—our regulator

  •  The Financial Services Compensation Scheme (FSCS)— 
for financial security

  •  The Data Protection Act (DPA)—for confidentiality

  •  The Financial Ombudsman Service. We treat you with  
the highest level of client classification for peace of mind

  •  Law. All our agreements are in accordance with the laws  
of England and Wales



Lifetime Wealth and Lifetime Mortgages are trading names  
of Lifetime Wealth Management Ltd.

Lifetime Wealth Management Limited is an appointed representative  
of Intrinsic Financial Planning Ltd and Intrinsic Mortgage Planning Ltd 
which are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority,  
and registered as 440703 and 440718 respectively.

Lifetime Assure and Lifetime Rewards are trading names  
of Lifetime Financial Management Ltd.

Lifetime Financial Management Ltd is authorised and regulated  
by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered number 448415.

Working with clients to achieve their financial  
goals and aspirations.

Providing a full range of advice on mortgages ranging  
from Residential through to Buy to Let, and associated  
protection advice.

Providing specialist protection advice covering  
individuals and corporate protection planning.

Supporting clients throughout the group offering 
concierge services and regular client contact.



“ I have implicit trust in this company, and they are always  
a pleasure to deal with.”

“ Excellent service during a difficult time in my life. Thank you.”

“ We were very pleased with the whole process from start to 
finish. For the first time we now fully understand the various 
protection policies we have and why.”

“ Very professional organisation who clearly ensure that  
the needs of the client are of paramount importance.”

“ I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for the  
financial advice given over many years. Due to a personal  
health situation, this has recently become more relevant.  
Whilst I have appreciated the advice given on mortgages  
over the years, your advice in relation to protection many  
years ago and its importance, has proved to be vital.  
A recent heart related health issue means that these  
policies have now become invaluable. They have allowed  
me to plan a future that may not have been so promising  
had we not ensured that they were in place. Many thanks  
again for your sound professional advice and assurance.” 



Head Office:
12 – 14 Upper Marlborough Road,
St Albans, Hertfordshire AL1 3UR

T: 01727 848412

lifetime.co.uk


